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ballistic cycle of cannon launched projectiles is important to on-going

researc.i programs being conducted at the Ballistic Research Laboratory (SaL).
The#* measurements, such as propelling gas pressure, projectile acceleration,
and projectile-bore Interactions, are necessary to evaluate existing weapon
systems and validate newly formulated interior ballistic models. Of
particular interest is the resistance to projectile motion and the behavior
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Abstract (cont):

of the projectile during the engraving process. The measurement of forcts
on projectiles and projectile-bore interactions requires that transducers be
located on-board the projectile. In-bore measurements of ballistic
performance are made at the BRL using an FP/Ft4, S-band telemeter.

Standard artillery projectiles are modified and instrumented with
telemetry transmitting systems. These projectiles are test fired and data
extracted via the real time telemetry link. The projectile systems are
expendable free-flight rounds and chose modified for recovery in the BRL
Large Caliber Soft Recovery System (LCSRS). The instrumentation package for
the recoverable rounds is configured so it can be removed from the
projectile, recalibrated after exposure to the launch environment, and used
on subsequent rounds.

The instrumentation on-board the projectile measures the base pressure,
axial acceleration, strain, and on some projectiles, tangential
acceleration. The axial acceleration is used to derive the interior
ballistic trajectory. The base pressure and axial acceleration are used to
derive the resistive pressure profile. The resistive pressure is defined as
the sum of all frictional forces acting on the projectile divided by the
cross-sectional area of the bore. It is calculated using the force balance
equation applying Newton's Second Law. The resistive pressure, when plotted
versus displacement, shows the forces during engraving and the down tube
travel.

This report discusses the technique used to acquire the on-board
data. It includes a description of the telemetry transmitting system, the
telemetry receiving system, calibration procedures, and projectile
modifications. Representative data acquired from test firings are presented
from .s number of instrumented projectiles both free-flight and into the
LCSRS.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The continuous measurements of ballistic performance during the
interior ballistic cycle of cannon-launched projectiles is important to on-
going research programs being conducted at the Ballistic Research
Laboratory (BKL). These measurements, such as propelling gas pressure,
projectile acceleration, and projectile-bore interactions, are necessary to
evaluate existing weapon systems and validate newly formulated interior
ballistic models. Of particular interest is the resistance to projectiIe
motion and the behavior of the projectile during the engraving process.
The measurements of forces on projectiles and projectile-bore interactions
require that transducers be located on-board the projectile. In-bore
measufeje~tg gr, r de at BRL using an S-Band telemeter as the data
link.

Standard FM/FM techniques and, when possible, commercially available
components are used. Figure I is a block diagram of a typical transmitting

I1
1 E.B. Fisher, "Continued Development and Documentation of the Calspan Interior
Ballistics Code," ARBRL-CR-00465, Calspan Corporation, Ballistic Research
Laboratory, USA ARRADCOM, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, September 1981.

2 J.W. Evans, "In-Bore Measurements of Projectile Acceleration and Base
Pressure Using an S-Band Telemetry System," Proceedings of The International
Telemetry Conference, Volume XI, October 1975.

3 j.W. Evans, "In-Bore Measurements of Projectile Acceleration and Base
Pressure Using an S-Band Telemetry System," Proceedings of the Fuze/
Munitions Environment Characterization Symposium 11, October 1975.

4j.N. Evans, "In-Bore Measurements of Projectile Acceleration and Base
Pressure Using an S-Band Telemetry System," Memorandum Report No. 2562,

S.. Ballistic Research Laboratories, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, December 1975.

5 J.W. Evans, "Pressure and Acceleration Measurements In Large Caliber
Cannons," Proceedings of the Tenth Transducer Workshop, June 1979.

j.W. Evans, "Measurements On-Board A Projectile During The In-Tube Travel

"Using An FM/FM Telemeter," Proceedings of DEA-G-1060 Germany-United States
Ballistic Research and Development, October 1980.

7j.W. Evans, "A Technique for Measuring Engraving and Bore Frictional Forces
in Large Caliber Guns," Proceedings of the 1983 JANNAF Propulsion Meeting,
CPIA Publication Number 370, February, 1983.

8j.W. Evans, C.R. Ruth, and E.V.Clarke, Jr., "Soft Recovery Tests of A 155-mm

Cr-non Launched Guided Projectile, Type T," ARBRL-MR-03107, Ballistic
Re. arch Laboratory, USA ARRADCOM, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, May 1981.
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Figure 1. Standard FM/FM Telemetry System

and receiving system.9 The transmitting system is on the projectile. The
transducers and the associated signal conditioning frequency modulate the
subcarrier oscillators. The subcarrier frequencies are summed and modulate
the transmitter to form the FM/FM system. The real time data are
transmitted, via the radio frequency link, to the receiving antenna. The
receiver detects and discriminates the RF signal and outputs the video
signal that is fed to parallel band-pass filters. This video signal is the
same as the frequency multiplexed signal that originates from tne sub-
carrier oscillators of the transmitting system. The band-pass filters
select the desired subcarrier and present IL to the discriminator used in
the second detection process. The voltage analog signals for the various
data channels are output through low-pass filters to a recording device.

Standard artillery projectiles are modified and instrumented with
telemetry trdnsmitttng systems. In the past, free-flight projectiles have

9M.H. Nichols and L.L. Rauch, Radio Telemetry 2nd Edition, John Wiley and
Sons, Inc., New York, NY, 1956.
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been test fired and data successfully extracted via the real-time telemetry
data link. The construction of telemetry transmitting systems is expensive
and time-consuming. Therefore, it is desirable to recover the projectile
so the instrumentation package can be reused. It is also desirable to
recover the instrumentation so the transducers and transmitting system can
be recalibrated after they have been exposed to the launch environment.
With the design and construction of the BRL Large Caliber Soft Recovery
System (LCSRS), 1 0 11 12 a useful tesh fparatus is available that permits
reusing the instrumentation package. Therefsie, artillery projectiles
are modified for use with the LCSRS and instrumented with a telemetry

. transmitting system. They have been test fired, recovered, and the
instrumentation reused on subsequent rounds.

This report discusses the technique used to acquire the on-board data.
*It includes a description of the telemeiry transmitting system, the
telemetry receiving system, calibrstion procedures, and projectile
modifications. Representative data acquired from test firings are
presented from a number of instrumented projectiles fired both free-flight
and into the LCSRS.

IL. TELEMETRY TRANSMITTING SYSTEM

A block diagram of a typical telemetry transmitting system is shown as
Figure 2. This four channel system is configured to measure pressure and
-acceleration using piezoelectric transducers. Although only four channels
are shown, several additional channe.'s can be added as required. The
subsystems used are commercially ava. lable and can be configured to make
the desired measurement. Hardware for a 155-un, 4101 free flight
projectile are shown as Figure 3. This system consists of a battery
pack(B), the transmitter/antenna module(T), the electroniicx module(E), the
acceleremeter(A), and the pressure transducer(P). Also shown is the
completely packaged transmitting system in a fuze hoising. Each module is
encapsulated in an epoxy and all the voids within the, fuze housing are also
filled. The individual subsystems, before interconnecting and packaging
are shown as Figure 4.

10 E.J. Halcin and J.A. Pratt, "Design of A Large Caliber Soft Recovery System
for the Ballistic Research Laboratories," Contract Report No. 308, Honeywell
inc., Ballistic Research Laboratories, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MI, August
1976. (AD #BO13626L)

11J.W. Evans, E.V. Clarke, Jr., and C.R. Ruth, "Large Caliber Projectile Soft
Recovery," Proceedings of the 1979 JANNAF Propulsion Meeting, CPIAPublication Number 300, Volume 1, March 1979.

12 E.V. Clarke, Jr., C.R. Ruth, J.W. Evans, J.E. Bowen, J.R. Hewitt, and J.L.
Stabile, "Large Caliber Projectile Soft Recovery," ARBRL-MR-03083, Ballistic
Research Laboratory, USA ARRADCOM, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, February
1981.
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Figure 4. Telemetry Transmitting Subsystems

A. Piezoelectroc Tranmducers

The on-board pressure transducers (Figure 4, P) and accelerometers
(Figure 4, t used withthe telemetry system are PCB Piezotronics, Inc*
Models 10914 and 305M, respectively. These transducers are selected
because of their small power requirements and the small amount of circuitry
required to interface them with the telemeter. Also the manufacturer, on
request, will range the transducer to match th, required voltage controlled
oscillator (VOO) input voltage so gain or attenuation is not required.

1 3 "Model 109A Pressure Transducer Instrumentation Manual," PCB Piezotronics,
Inc., Buffalo, NY, 14255

1 4 "Model 305M Accelerometer Instrumentation Manual," PCB Piezotronics, Inc.,
Buffalo, NY, 14255.
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Both transducers are ptl toelectric devices and each contain a P-Channel
MOSFET source follower within its housing. The source follower functions
as an impedance converter and provides a nominal 100-ohm output impedance.
A capacitor that *hunts the piezoelectric element Is used by the
manufacturer to adjust the magnitude of the analog output. Full scale

output for both units is five volts. Excitation required for the
transducers Is a two milliampere constant current source. This provides
the bias voltage for the FET source with a nominal quiescent level of
eleven volts. The analog signal is capacitive coupled to the VCO usinga
ton microfarad tantalum capacitor. A circuit diagram of the transducer is

pr~e~ztedasFigure 5.

I
PIEZOILeCTRIC IG
----LýMENT

Figure 5. Piezoelectric Transducer, Circuit Diagram

The pressure transducer contains a very rigid, acceleration-
compensated quartz element coupled to the source follower. This transducer
is mounted in the projectile with its diaphragm exposed to the propelling
gases via a short silicone grease column.

The accelerometer contains a seismic-mass-loaded quartz element
coupled to the source follower. This transducer ts mounted on the

p rojectile long axis in the base structure of the projectile In tandem with
and forward of the pressure transducer.

13. Constant Current Source

The constant current sources used to bias the transducers are designed
and manufactured by Omnitek, Inc. Two similar thick-film, hybrid circuits
are contained In a Omnitek standard, high "Sg package (1.5cm X 1.3cm X
0.4cm). This subsystem (Model 22DL2A) requires a nominal 20 volts supply
and is shown as C in Figure 4.

4 ~ 5PCD Fiezotronics, Inc., General Guide To ICP Instrumentation, Pamphlet G-
0001, Buffalo, NY.
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C. Analog Amplifier

In the event that a transducer analog output voltage does not match
the VCO requirements, an amplifier (Figure 2, Channel #2) is used to
provide the necessary gain. The amplifiers used are Omnitek, Inc. Model
23L5-YE. These are differential amplifiers, here used in the single-ended
mode, that have a variable gain, up to 500, contolled by an external
resistor. They are thick-film, hybrid circuits packaged in a k.icm X
1.3cm X 0.8cm high "g" package (Figure 4, G).

D. Voltage Controlled Oscillator

The Omnitek, Inc. VCOs used have center frequencies that are separated
by 64 kHz starting at 128 kHz. Each has a frequency deviation of + 16 kliz
that is a function of the input voltage. The input voltage range To
typically zero to five volts or + 2.5 volts, but can be tailored by the
manufacturer to meet a specific requireament. The VCOs (Model 21CI-WEY)
require a 20 volt power supply and are packaged in the standard high "g"
package. The output of the VCOs have sufficient isolation so several can
be connected together on a common bus. The VCO output amplitude is
adjusted by an external resistor to provide the required modulation signal
to the transmitter.

When a greater data frequency response is required, VCOs with a
greater frequency deviation are used. Similar VCOs with a frequency
deviation of + 32 kkz are available. These units have center frequencies
separated by T28 kHz starting at 384 kHz. VCOs with the two different
frequency deviations may be used on the same transmitting system provided
the required guard bands are not violated.

E. Limiter Circuit

In some cases it is desirable to modulate two VCOs, with different
input voltage ranges, with the same transducer. This provides a high and
low resolution channels. During the event, the high resolution channel is
overdriven. The limiter circuit is used to insure that the VCO does not
oscillate outside its prescribed frequency band and interfere with another
data channel. The limiter circuit senses the VCO input voltage and when it
exceeds the maximum permitted, it short circuits the VCO amplitude adjust
resistor. This inhibits the VCO output and essentially turns off that data
channel. The limiter circuit (Models 22DLI & 22DL2) are designed and
manufactured by Omnitek, Inc. Two separate circuits are contained in the
standard, high "g" package.

F. Mixer Amplifier

In the event that the VCOs do not have sufficient output amplitude to
directly drive the transmitter modulation, a mixer amplifier is used. The
output of several VCOs can be connected to a common bus and to the input of
the mixer amplifier. These amplifiers (Model 22MIA-E, manufactured by
Omnitek, Inc.) have a fixed gain of 20 and are packaged in the standard,
High "g" package.

15



G. Transmitter

The transmitters are manufactured by Hicrocom Corporation and have a
nominal frequency of 2.22 GRz and output power of 20 millivatte. Two
models (Figure 4) are used. The Hodel T-4B-S has a semi-rigid coaxial
cable for its RF output port while the Model TOR has a push connector
concentric wi.th the transmitter case. The selection of which type to use
is determined by the antenna configuration. This basic transmitter Is a
free-running oscillator that has the capacity of 150 milliwatta output, but
an attenuator is incorporated within its case to provide isolation between
the transmitter and the antenna. This is done to minimise the frequency
shift due to the varying voltage-standing-wave ratio as the projectile
travels in the Sun tube. The transmitter requires a 20-volt power supply
at 50 milliamperes and has a nominal modulation sensitivity of 0.7
volts/MHz. The transmitters are frequency modulated by the frequency
multiplexed signals from the VCOs. The amplitude of the individual VCO
outputs are adjusted for the required peak carrier deviation.

Since data is acquired during the interior ballistic cycle, it is
necessary to select a transmitter frequency that will propagate while in
the Sun tube, which Is emsentially a circular wave guide. From the theory
of circular wave guides, 1 6 the cutoff frequency of the gun tube is
determined by the relationship:

f - cp/wd (1)

where: f - cut-off frequency
c a speed of light
p - constant (1.84 for dominate

mode propagation)
d a diameter of the gun tube

Any frequency below cutoff results in complete attenuation while in the
tube and any frequency above cutoff will propagate. The 2.22 GRs
transmitter selected will propagate from an SO--m tube.

H. Antennas

The antennas used on the free-flight rounds are formed by a slot
milled in a brass cylinder (Figure 3) that Is attached to the front of the
fuse housing. This configuration is selected since it presented a flat
surface, on front of the projectile, to a microwave doppler radar that is
used for independent projectile displacement measurements. The 1.6-m-wide
slot is a segment of a circle with an arc radius of 27.6 mm and a chord of
53.5 sm. The slot is filled with a fiberglass sheet that provides the

16L.A. Ware and H.R. Reed, Communication Circuits, 3rd Ed., John Wiley and
Sons, Inc., New York, NY, 1958

16



required dielectric loading. The antenna is fed across the slot on the
center of the arc by the T-4B-S transmitter RF coaxial cable. The outer
conductor is soldered at the lower slot surface and the center conductor is
soldered at the upper slot surface. One-hundred-ohm resistors are soldered
across the slot, displaced by 20 degrees, on both sides of the feed coaxial
cable to broad-band the antenna. A sketch of the configuration is shown as
Figure 6. This arrangement matches the transmitter output impedance and
the characteristic impedance of the semirigid coaxial cable.

Projectiles modified to be recovered in the LCSRS rnquire they have a
water scoop attached to the front of the projectile that is used in the
recovery process. Since the water scoops are almost the diameter of the
howitzer bore, it is necessary that the antenna be located within the water
scoop. Also it is necessary that the antenna not interfere with the
recovery process. Therefore, the radiating elements and feed cable of the
antenna that protrude into the water path are housed in a phenolic
fiberglass member. Upon impact with the water, this structure is designed
to break away so it will not interfere with the water flow over the scoop
surface. The T4S transmitter is mounted to the rear of the antenna lead
port. The antenna (Figure 7) is contained in the phenolic member that is
threaded at the base for mounting in the antenna-transmitter adapter. The
base of the antenna-transmitter adapter houses the mating push-connector to
the transmitter. A semirigid, coaxial cable, which passes through the long
axis of the structure, is connected to fine wires that form the radiating
elements. These elements are bent to conform to the outside of the
phenolic member and run parallel to the long axis. A small 100-ohm
resistor, connected across the dipole is used to broad-band the antenna.
The structure, including the radiating elements and broad-banding resistor,
is held in place using an epoxy. The antenna is matched to 50 ohms, the
output impedance of the transmitter, by trimming the length of the
radiating elements. This is accomplished using an RF bridge and comparing
the antenna with a calibrated 50-ohm load. The antenna system is
constructed as a single structure so it can be easily replaced after being
destroyed in the LCSRS.

I. Strain Measurements

Strain measurements are made with foil-type, resistive, strain gages
cemented to the area of interest. Typical measurements are made on the
inner wall of the projectile under the rotating band. Both constant
voltage excited bridges and constant current system are used.

Figure 8 is the circuit diagram for a cons;4nt voltage excited
bridge. The precision voltage regulator (uA723)11 and associated discrete
components maintain a constant voltage that excites the resistive
bridges. The strain gages form two active arms of the bridge and are
located 180 degrees apart on the projectile surface to compensate for the

17A. Adamian, "Voltage Regulator Handbook," Fairchild Camera and Instrument
Corporation, Mountain View, CA, 1978.
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Figure 8. Strain Measuring System, Constant Voltage

bending moment of the projectile. The inactive arms of, the bridge consists
of similar strain gages isolated from mechanical strain. The use of the
same type of bridge components minimize thez-oal drift. The differential,
analog voltage output is amplified by an Omnitek amplifier to make it
compatible with the VOes.

The constant current system (Figure 9) uses an Omnitek constant
current circuit. The gage is connected to one current source and the
noniinverting input of an Omnitek amplifier. A resistor conuected to the
other current source and the inverting input of the amplifier is used to
adjust the quiescent output of the amplifier. This circuit is used when
thermal drift is not critical since the gage and resistor have different
temperature coefficients. The gain of the amplifier is adjusted to make the
system compatible with the VCO.

J. Power Supply

The power supply for the transmitting system is configured using B-250
or B-50 nickel-cadmium cells. The B-250 cells have a current rating of 250
milliampere-hours and the B-50 have a 50 milliampere-hour rate, both at a
10-hour rate. The cells are connected together, by spot welded metal tabs,
and encapsulated in an epoxy. Eighteen series connected B-250 cells
provide a typical transmitting system with a 22-19 volt supply for greater
than one hour. The 8-50 cells are used when space restricts the use of the
larger B-250 cells. Two paralleled stacks are required for operating the
transmitting system for about one-half hour. These relative long operating
periods permit system check-out and calibration using battery power.
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This type power supply is selected since the nickel-cadmium cells can
be recharged up to 1000 times. Recharging requires 140% of the
milliampere-hours drained. The recharging constant current is 25 and 5
milliamperes for the B-250 and B-50 respectively.

The positive side of the battery pack is hard wired to the
tzar.s, itting system and also to a test Jack for monitoring and charging.
The negative side is wired to a floating test Jack. Since the common nodes
of the transmitting subsystems are common to the projectile body, the
battery negative test Jack is shorted to the projectile body to turn the
system on. A sketch of the shorting bar is presented as Figure 10.

\ PROJECTILE

SCREWDRIVER W O TSLOT 
.-- "WIRE TO SATTERNY

SLOT .. MINUS TERMINAL

SHORTING
$AR

INSULATE\D

TEST JACK

Figure 10. Shorting Bar

11. TELEMETKY RECEIVING SYSTEH

A block diagram of the telemetry receiving system is presented as
Figure 11. Six data channels are shown, but only those applicable to a
particular round are recorded. Additional channels are added if required.
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A. Radio Frequency Receiving System

The output signals transmitted from the projectile during the in-tube
travel are received via a helical antenna (Andrew Corp., Model 55305)
located forward and to the side of the muzzle. It was determined that
precise positioning of the antenna is not critical, except that it be
placed outside the area of extreme muzzle blast to prevent damage. Output
signals from the antenna are fed into a down converter (NU-DEL Electronics,
Model #MDC2223) that translates the nominal 2.22 GHz signal to a nominal
235 M0z signal. This is done to avoid the large attenuation at the 2.22
GHz frequency caused by the 30 metres of coaxial cable (RG-8/U) between the
antenna and the receiver. Signal level input to the Astro Communications
receiver (Model #TR1O4/Model THIOOP Tuning Head) is then at minus 40 dbm.
For most programs, the receiver intermediate frequency (IF) bandwidth is
3.3 MHz and the video bandwidth is 750 kHz. An output from the tuning head
is fed to a spectrum display unit (Astro Communications, Model #103&P) and
the video is fed to a Nelson Ross spectrum analyzer (Model # TAI013) as
well as the bank of subcarrier discriminators. The spectra are used as an
indicator while monitoring, adjusting, and calibrating the telemetry
transmitting system.

The frequency modulated, direct coupled, video output signal of the
receiver is used as an indicator of the transmitter frequency stability
during the interior ballistic cycle. This signal is amplified and passed
through an 18 kHz low pass filter to eliminate the subcarrier frequencies.
This incidental FM is used to determine if the RF signal stayed within the
IF bandwidth.

B. Data Discriminating System

The data discriminators used in the second detection process are EMR
Data Systems Model #4130. Each discriminator assembly contains a channel
selector module that has an input band width of 32 kIz and a center
frequency that corresponds to one of the transmitting systems
subcarriers. Also each discriminator assembly contains a low-pass, output
filter module with a bandwidth of 8 kHz through which the analog data
passes. Six discriminators are contained within a single chassis along
with a calibration module. The video output from the receiver is fed to
the channel selector modules via a common bus. The output from each
discriminator channel is interrupted 350 milliseconds prior to the event to
insert a voltage staircase calibration. This complies with an W-house
data format for recording and reducing interior ballistic data.

1 8 C.L. Henry, R.L. Martz, and .. M. Wineholt, "An Improved Procedure For The

Reduction of Interior Ballistic Data Recorded On Analog Tape," Memorandum
Report No. 2374, Ballistic Research Laboratories, Aberdeen Proving Ground,
MD, April 1974. (AD #919924L)
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In the event the transmitting system is configured with VCOs with
frequency deviations of + 32 kHz, the channel selector modules must have
input bandwidths to match. The output filter modules then have bandwidths
of 16 kHz.

IV. TELEMETRY SYSTEM PARAMETERS

The telemetry system is designed to have equal transmission accuracy
for each subcarrier channel. The discriminator output signal-to-noise

,ratio is a function of the varying receiver carrier-to-noise ratio 1
as various parameters of the telemetry system. The general formula
used to estimate the noise performance of an FM/FM channel above receiver
threshold is given as follows:

(S/N)d - (SIN)c (3/4) 1I2(Bc/Bs /2( Afc/fs) ( Afs/Bsc) (2)

where:

(S/N)d * Discriminator Output Signal-To-Noise Ratio
(RIMS Voltage Ratio)

(S/N)c a Receiver Carrier-To-Noise Ratio

(RMS Voltage Ratio)

Bc - Carrier Bandwidth (Receiver IF Bandwidth)

Bsc - Subcarrier Discriminator Bandwidth

Afc - Carrier Peak Deviation Due To The Particular
Subcarrier Of Interest

fs Subcarrier Center Frequency

Afs Subcarrier Peak Deviation
s

The receiver carrier-to-noise ratio for FM threshold is four (12 db) and
the minimum acceptable discriminator signal-to-noise is 100 (1% data).

1 9 Telemetry Working Group, Inter-Range Instrumentation Group, Range Commanders
Council, Telemetry Standards, Document 106-71, White Sands Missile Range, NW
88002.

2 OW*J* Cruickshank, "A Feasibility Test of An "S" Band Telemetry System For
Making In-bore Projectile Measurements," Memorandum Report No. 2335,

Ballistic Research Laboratories, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, October 1973.

21W.J. Cruickshank, "Radio Telemetry Formula Applications, A Practical Users

Guide," ARBRL-MR-03364, Ballistic Research Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving
Ground, 1D, August 1984.
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Other parameters are determined as:

BC = 3.3 MBz (normally used)

Bsc = 8 kHz (for VOW deviation of + 16 kHz)
16 kHz (for VWD deviation of _ 32 kHz)

fs VCO Center Frequency

fs - 16 kHz (for VGO deviation of + 16 kHz)
- 32 kHz (for VOW deviation of + 32 klz)

The general formula is used to calculate the required carrier peak

deviation due to the various subcarriers. The results of this calculation
gives the following relationship:

Af fs af8  -OinU.711 ; for Bae - 8 kHz
41

afc rfr i e 1.005 ; for BC 16 ktz

where a is defined as the modulation index. 2 2

Carrier peak deviations are adjusted to the required value by

,adjusting the output amplitude of the VCOs. The magnitude of the various
carrier deviations are displayed on the video spectrum analyzer while
operating the entire telemetry system. Relating the displayed magnitudes
to the peak deviation requires calibration and adjustment of the receiving
system. This is accomplished by replacing the telemetry transmitting
system with an FM signal generator as depicted in Figure 12. The
modulating frequency is varied to determine and adjust the frequency axis
of the video spectrum analyzer. The amplitude of the modulating signal is
varied while observing the video and RF spectra. The magnitude of the
carrier and sidebands, displayed on the RF spectrum, vary when the
amplitude of the modulating signal is varied. The magnitude of the
carrier, first sidebands, second sidebands, etc., follow the Bessel
Functions Jo, J1, J 2 , etc., respectively, with beta as the argument. 2 2 By
selecting a modulating frequency and adjusting the modulating signal
amplitude until the magnitude of the carrier or a set of sidebands go to
zero, the peak deviation is established. For example, the first carrier
drop-out occurs when a equals 2.405 (first root of Jo). By Increasing the
modulating signal amplitude from zero until first carrier drop-out, the
peak carrier deviation can be calculated by 0 U / Is. The gain of
the receiver video output and/or the gain of the video spectrum analyzer
can be adjusted ao desired to display and scale the peak carrier
deviation. The telemetry system can then be observed and adjusted for the
required peak deviation. A sketch of a typical video spectrum is shown as

Figure 13.

22M. Schwartz, "Information Transmission, Modulation, and Noise," 'cGraw-Hill

Book Company, Inc., New York, NY, 1959.
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From FM transm~ission theory,22 a modulation index of 0.711 produces

two significant sidebands (significant sidebands are those with a magnitude
at least one percent of the unmodulated carrier) and a carrier bandwidth
(Bc) of four times the frequency ot the modulating signal is recomnended.
With the carrier bandwidth normally used, subcarrier channels up to 768 kHz
and this modulating index can be used. Should higher frequency channels be
used, an adjustment to the normally used 750 kHz video bandwidth must be
made. For the modulatio i index of 1.005, three significant sidebands are
produced and a carrier bandwidth of six times the frequency of the
modulating signal is recommended. This permits subcarrier channels up to
512 kHz and this modulating index to be used. If higher frequency channels
are required, a wider bandwidth should be used along with the appropriate
carrier peak deviations.

The total carrier peak deviation due to all the subcarriers cannot
exceed the transmitter deviation limit or the receiver bandwidth. It is
necessary to observe the data output of the various discriminator channels
to determine distortions and cross-modulation products. In some instances
it is necessary to decrease the carrier deviation using a trial and error
method to optimize the system.

V. TELEMETRY SYSTEM CALIBRATION

The information transmitted by an FM/FM telemetry system is contained
in the frequency of the subcarriers. Therefore, it is necessary to define
the magnitude of the physical quantity being measured in terms of the
output frequency of the VCOs. It is also necessary to correlate the
discriminated outputs of the receiving system with the subcarrier
frequencies. This, in effect, correlates the discriminated output with the
physical quantities being measured.

A. Piezoelectric Channel Caltbration, Transmitting System

The procedure for calibrating a pressure channel is shown in Figure
14. The pressure transdicer is calibrated in a dead weight calibration
facility. It is subject to several static pressure levels and the
resulting output voltage is recorded. The set of points resulting from
this calibration is used to determine the least square parabola with
pressure as the dependent variable and output voltage as the independent
variable. The VCO used in, the pressure channel is calibrated by impressing
a series of voltage levels on the input and measuring the resulting output
frequency. This calibration is made while operating the telemetry
transmitting and receiving systems and counting the output frequency at the
appropriate channel selector filter. The measured frequencies are
normalized to a change in frequency (Af) where zero represents the VCO
lower band-edge (fa - Afa). The pressure-voltage relationship is used to
calculate a corresponding pressure for the various voltage level inputs to
the VCO. This forms a set of points of pressure and Af that is used to
determine the least square parabola with pressure at the dependent variable
and Af as the independent variable. This gives the desired relationship
for pressure as a function of subcarrier frequency.
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Figure 14. Pressure Channel Calibration

The procedure for calibrating an acceleration channel uses the
manufacturer's linear calibration factor when an in-house accelerometer
calibration facility is not available. The VCD used in the accelerometer
data channel is calibrated and the frequency is normalized in a manner
similar to the pressure channel (Figure 15). The acceleration-voltage
relationship is used to calculate a corresponding acceleration for the
various voltage level inputs to the VCO. The resulting set of points are
used to determine the least square parabolic fit.

The numerical convolution of the results of the VOW and transducer
calibrations is required since it is not practical to make a single
calibration using the entire telemetry system. This is due to the physical
locations of the two facilities. The form of the output of the convoluted
calibration is required by the in-house data reduction process. The
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,-coefficients that are determined are input as the measurand calibration
constants in the data reduction software.

The output impedance of the piezoelectric transducers is about 100
ohms and the input impedance of the VC10s is several hundred kilohus.

S Therefore, the loading factor is negligible and the VCW does not
significantly alter the transducer output when they are interfaced.
Convolution of the transducer calibration and the VOP transfer function is
therefore * voJA4 technique.

MANUFACTURER'S
N -LINEAR

CALIBRATION

K' V

mmin.. Via oout

L Z_
VOLTAG E

CONTROLLED
OSCILLATOR out .be

CALIBRATION J

a
32 All,.o

az Af
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Figure 15. Acceleration Channel Calibration

B. Strain Channel Calibration, Transmitting System

The strain bridge channels are calibrated end-to-end by substituting
precision decade resistors for the active arms of the bridge (Figure 16).
First, the bridge is balanced with all strain gages connected. Then the
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active arms are disconnected, one at a time, and the decade resistor is
connected. After each substitution, the bridge is rebalanced to its
original quiescent operating point. When both active arms have been
replaced, the two substitution resistors are varied by the same resistive
increments over the expected range. The VC0 frequencies are recorded and
normalized for each increment. The resistive increments are converted to
strain increments using the manufacturer's gage factor. Then the least
square parabolic fit is determined for the strain - Af relationship.

C. Receiving System Calibration

The transmitting system calibration is correlated with the receiving
system via the voltage staircase calibration (Figure 11). The magnitude

fout-
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it f out

* n n
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A~L/Lo A to
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Figure 16. Strain OCannel Calibration
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and offset of the staircase are adjusted to be compatible with the
recording device. The discriminator output voltage is correlated with the
calibration staircase by adjusting its offset and output gain. The
discriminator chassis contains a calibration module that can produce, using
a crystal oacillator, the center, lower band-edge, and upper band-edge
frequencies of each subcarrier. By manual selection, one calibration
frequency at a time can be put on the video buss. A block diagram for one
channel (Afs = 16 kHz) is presented as Figure 17. The lower band-edge (fs
- Aft) voltage is adjusted to coincide with the staircase baseline and the
upper band-edge (fs + Afs) voltage is adjusted to coincide with the
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XTAL OSC. TO RECORDER

flib (A f'0) D!SC.

XTAL OWI I
fet (Ais(le)

XTAL 030.VOTG NIO

labs (A f -3CA

UPME IANO 6009 To V

CIDNTER QUNC

LOWEUR WAND SHAKLINKE(A f$\ --
SET UP CAUBRATION EVENT

Figure 17. Receiving System Calibration

staircase top calibration step. These two extremes represent 4f equal to

zero and 32 kHz (for Aft - 16 kHz) or 64 kHz (for Afs - 32 kHz)
respectively in the transducer - VO0 least square parabolic fit. This
manual correlation of the staircase to the crystal frequencies is required
since an automated calibration system is not available in-house. The
recorded staircase and data from the event represent the VCO frequency
-excursion with the staircase steps defining the magnitude of the physical
quantity being measured. The frequency excursion represented by the
staircass top step is input for the system calibration in the data
reduction software.

VI. RECORDING AND DATA REDUCTION

The analog data frum the telemetry system, as well as hard-wire data,
are recorded In real time by an analog-to-digital converter (A/DC) that is
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a subsystem of the Ballistic Data Acquisition System (BALDAS). These data
are simultaneously recorded on analog, FII, magnetic tape. Data recorded on
analog tape can be played-back into the BALDAS for digitization. The
BALDAS is a data acquisition and reduction system that operates under the
control of a minicomputer (Digital Equipment Corp., PDP-11/45).
Peripherals on the system include: magnetic cartridge disk drives, a
magnetic tape drive, a printer/plotter (Versatec,lnc.,Model #1100A), an
interactive terminal (Tektronic, Inc. ,Model #4010) as well as the
interfaces that drive the A/DC and other data acquistion hardware. A
simplified block diagram of BALDAS is shown as Figure 18. Analog data
digitized by the A/DC is strobed into the computer memory in real time.
The sequence timer, setup under computer control, initiates hardware starts
such as the gun firing pulse. The event timer records the elapsed time for
hardware operation and times of arrival such as the firing pulse and
velocit, coil outputs. This is used to coordinate times with the digitized
data. The analog tape controller automatically operates and monitors the
analog tape recorder during the real time event and during playback of the
recorded data into the A/DC. The computer sets up the acquisition hardware
via the appropriate interfaces and monitors its function as required. The
data acquisition is accomplished by operator initiation and interaction of
the range operating personnel.

CENTRAL FLOATING
PROCESSOR POINT MEMORY DIK TAPE TRIA

DIRECT INTERFACE
MEMORY
ACCESS

T ANALOG SEQUENCE EVENT
TAPE TIMER TIMER

A/DC CONTROLLER

FI LTERS LAATIMING

ANALOG FUNCTIONS
EVENT AND TIMES

TAP OF ARRIVAL SIGNALSRECORDER
ANALOG

DATA

Figure 18. Ballistic Data Acquisition System, Block Diagram
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Software for the system is written in an interactive mode. With the
appropriate hardware configuration, an operator at the terminal can set up
the desired experiment, perform data acquisition, and reduce the data to
have hard copy of the experimental results the same day. During system
setup, the operator inputs the appropriate parameters to perform the
experiment. These include the measurand calibration constants for each
channel, the system calibration for each channel, the engineering units for
each measurand, the number of channels, digitization rate, analog tape
speed, and timing for the various hardware starts. Information describing
the experiment is also input for permanent storage on digital magnetic tape
along with the data acquired during the event.

After the data acquisition, the operator can output the data in the
form of plots or listings on the printer/plotter. This is done from the
interactive terminal using the interactive software. The first opiration
is to scale the raw binary data to engineering units. This is don% 0y a
calibration routine. A least square parabolic fit is made to the
calibration staircase. This fit is convoluted with the the parabolic fit
using the measurand calibration constants to determine what magnitude in
engineering units the raw binary data represents. At this point, the
operator can display plots of the various data channels on the interactive
terminal. A variety of options are available in the data reduction
routines. Through these interactive routines, the operator can perform a
variety of mathematical operatoens as well as select the plot window,
select the number of plots on LW axis, label the axis, and annotate the
plot before hard copy is plotted. Permanent storage of the digitized data
is on digital magnetic tape. From this tape, the operator can recall the
data for additional data reduction or re-evaluation.

VII. TEST PROJECTILES

Standard artillery projectiles are modified to accept the transducers
and telemetry transmitting instrumentation package. An effort is made not
to significantly modify any feature of the projectile that affects the
interior ballistic performance. The rotating band and bourrelet are not
altered and the projectiles are ballasted to the standard weight.

A. 155-mm, M1OL Free-Flight Projectiles

An instrumented 155-mm, 1101 projectile is preserted as Figure 19.
This free-flight projectile contains a telemetry traasmitting system
configured to measure base pressure and projectile acceleration. The
electronics and battery pack are packaged in a modified fuze housing that
is threaded into the nose of the projectile. This is a self-contained unit
with the transmitting antenna connected as an integral part. The only
required electrical interfacing is with the transducers. The base of the
projectile is modified to accept the transducer housing (Figure 20). This
housing contains the pressure transducer, that is exposed to tne propelling
gases, and the accelerometer located forward of the pressure transducer.
Both transducers are located on the center line of the projectile. The
housing is fastened to the projectile by eight 1/4 - 28 machine screws. An
aluminum crush seal, located in a groove in the base structure, is used to
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Figure 19. Instrumented Free-Flight 155-um, MI01 Projectile
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Figure 20. 155-t., mio .Projectile Base Modification and Transducer
Housing

seal against thie propelliaig gases. After connecting the telemetry
transmitting system to the transducer using stranded, teflon-coated, hook-
up wire, the projectile is filled with an epoxy that has the same density
as the high explosive that would normally fill the projectile. This is
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accomplished through the projectile base and a small hole, tapped for a
pipe plug, in the side wall of the projectile.

When there is a requirement to measure angular accelerations,
additional accelerometers are added to this type experiment. An

accelerometer to measure tangential acceleration, an accelerometer to .. ...

measure radial acceleration, and their required constant current sources

and VCOs are mounted in an enclosed metal box. The box is then assembled

in the projectile (Figure 21) and held in place with machine screws. It is

then electrically connected to the telemetry transmitting system and the

projectile is islled with epoxy which keeps the box in place during firing.

ACCELEROMETERPROTECTION CA7 INTERFACE TERMINALS -\BATTERIES

I •. i::•i". : '- ' INERT FILLER .. :-. .

ACCELEROMETER ELECTRONIC MODULE" , m':

PRESSURE GAGE SLOT ANTENNA

Figure 21. Instrumented Free-Flight 155-mm, 11101 Projectile for Measuring
Angular Acceleration

B. Instrumented/Recoverable 155-mm, MiOl Projectiles

An instrumented, 155mm, MIOI projectile modified for recovery in the

LCSRS is presented aa Figure 22. This projectile contains a telemetry

transmitting system configured to measure base pressure, axial
acceleration, and tangential acceleration. On some rounds it contained a

pressure transducer that is not exposed to the propelling gases to measure
the acceleration effect on the transducer. The water scoop is attached to

the front with the transmitting antenna located in the center as shown in
Figure 22. A drawing showing the modifications to the projectile and the

location of the various components is presented as Figure 23. The water

scoop, transducer housing, and telemetry transmitting system are designed

to be easily assembled and disassembled so a projectile body, that had been

launched and recovered, can be easily replaced. The base of the projectile

is modified to accept a transducer housing similar to the free-flight

rounds. The ogive is .ut off 25.4 cm from the original front, and threaded

to fasten the scoop. This length is removed to provide ample
bearing surface to sustain the load of the scoop assembly during the launch

acceleration. During final assembly, the rear section of the projectile is

ballasted to the standard weight using lead wool and epoxy. Photographs of

the projectile components and the partially assembled projectile are
presented as Figure 24.
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The transducer housing is fabricated in sections so the transducers
can be changed for subsequent rounds. The rear most section carries the
base pressure transducer, the center section carries a cargo pressure
transducer or an accelerometer, and the forward section carries the jacks
of a two-conductor, coaxial connector for interfacing with the telemetry
electronics. Interconnections within the transducer housing are made using
teflon-coated wire through the wiring channels on the sides. After the
connections are made, the wiring channels are filled with a rubber
encapsulant (Dow Corning, 3120 RTV) and the transducer housing is covered
with shrinkable tubing.

The scoop assembly is fastened together using four threaded studs.
The battery housing carries the transmitter and eighteen B-250 cells for
the power supply. This module also contains the test jacks for battery
charging and system turn-on. All other electronic modules are contained in
the telemetry carrier along with an axial accelerometer and a tangential
accelerometer. The telemetry carrier also carries the plugs of the two-
conductor, coaxial connector. The electronic modules are interconnected
and cast in an epoxy.

After a structure failure, the projectile system was redesigned to
eliminate weight from the scoop assembly. The battery housing was
redesigned to carry B-50 cells for the power supply. The telemetry
electronics were moved to the transducer housing by adding a section. The
tangential accelerometers were attached to the wall of the projectile and
were encapsulated by the epoxy used for ballast. A drawing of the
redesigned projectile, showing the location of the various components, is
presented as Figure 25.

MODIFIED 155-mm,
MIOI PROJECTILE ANSMITTER

• COAXIAL •-ANTENNA
CONNECTORS WATER

ACCELEROMETER ANGENTIAL ACCELEROMETER

-PRESSURE ELECTRONICS MODULES
TRANSDUCER

Figure 25. Redesigned 155-mm, M101 Recoverable Projectile
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VIII. FIRING PROGRAMS

All firing programs are conducted at the Interior Ballistic Division,

BRL Sandy Point Facility (Range 18). The data are received, recorded, and

reduced using the on-site BALDAS system.

A photograph of the howitzer and the test setup, used for the free-

flight projectiles, is presented as Figure 26. This photograph shows the

position of the telemetry receiving antenna, a doppler radar, and the

reflector used to reflect the doppler signal into the gun tube. The

doppler radar is used as an independent measure of projectile

displacement. Before firing, the gun tube is filled with nitrogen. A

polyethylene diaphragm is taped across the muzzle as the projectile is

readied for ramming. Nitrogen is admitted through a small hole in the

polyethylene and allowed to purge the tube. The projectile is then rammed

capturing a full tube of nitrogen. This is done to eliminate any oxygen in

the tube that could react with the hot propelling gases that may precede

the projectile due to incomplete obturation. It has been determined that

these reactions can attenuate the RF signals from the telemetry system and

• i m q HOW•ITZ R.
DOPPLER

RADAR S. ... • REFLECTOR" ""

TELEMTRY

, in

Figure 26. 155-mm Howitzer and Test Setup

the doppler radar. The telemetry link is established with each projectile

at turn-on prior to loading. This link is maintained during the loading

process, during a warm-up period, and into the event.
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A. Free-Flight Projectiles

Five projectiles, of the type shown in Figure 19, were fired from a
155-mm, M185 special howitzer tube using M203E!, Zone 8 propelling charges.
The first two projectiles fired did not have the &..celerometer protection
cap (Figure 19). This caused distortion of the acceleration data due to
the mechanical loading of the accelerometer st:ucture by the inert fill.
The pressure data were received during the entire in-tube travel. The
addition of the cap'for subsequent rounds solved the mechanical loading
problem. Of the other projectiles fired, two lost signals near peak
pressure. It is suspected that this was caused by an open circuit in the
battery pack. The other projectile transmitted 6ata during the entire
interior ballistic cycle.

Four projectiles, of the 'ype shown in Figure 21, were fired from a
155-mn, H199 howitzer rube using experimental charges that hid chamber
pressure magnitudes near that of a Zone b. Two of these rounds tranGmitted
during the entire interior ballistic trajectory, one lost transmission just
after peak pressure, and one had a 5 millisecond drop-out during peak
pressure.

Unfortunately, the free-flight rounds impacted in the water and were
not recoverable. Therefore, the failure modes that existed could not be
determined.

- B. Soft Recovery of Instrumented Projectilel

The construction of a telemetry transmitting system is expensive.
Therefore, it is desirable to recover the projectile so the instrumentation
package can be reused. It is also desirable to recover the instrumentation
so the transducers and transmitting system can be re-calibr ted after being
exposed to the launch environment. At the BRL, a LCSRSI 0 I is in
operation.

A schematic showing the LCSRS principle of operation is presented as
Figure 27. Soft recovery of the projectile is achieved by attachiTg a
water scoop to the test projectile and firing it into a water trouga,
inclined at a small angle to present an ever-increnaing depth of watir to
the advancing projectile. The momentum of the projectile is transfeired to
the water ejected forward by the scoop. The water scoop is designed Lo

have the necessary interior contour to eject the impacted water forward.
The water enters onto a conical surface of revolution thnt transitions into
a spherical surface of revolution.

The LCSRS apparatus is presented as Figure 28. The projectile is
launched through a band cutter, attached to the muzzle, that removes the

protruding portion of the rotating band. This 3llows che tolerance between
tht projectile body and the LCSRS to be much tighter than if the rotating
band were left on. This prevents the rotating band from acting as a
fulcrum, thus minimizing balloting during recovery. After passing through
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WATER SCOOP TOP RETAINING RAIL

TROUGH ANL
WATE--• WATER AREA

PROJECTILE BODY-

Figure 27. Large Caliber Soft Recovery System, Principle of Operation

,%. *, .'.

Figure 28. Large Caliber Soft Recovery System

the band cutter, the projectile passes through an entrance cone assembly
and into the reccvery system proper, which consists of the bottom water
trough and the overhead, inverted retaining crane rail. The whole assembly
is angled slightly by means of five pairs of Jacks that cause thepprojectile to be exposed to the increasing depth of water. The terminal
end of the LCSRS is equipped with a specially designed shock absorber to
absorb any residual momentum when the projectile has traveled the entire
length of the system. The 60-metre length of the system is sufficient to
stop the projectile with a maximum deceleration of less than ten percent of
the maximum launch acceleration.
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C. Recoverable Projectiles

The projectile system, as configured in Figure 23, was fired from an
155-tm, M185 howitzer on five occasions, changing t ie projectile body after
each round. Since different zone propelling charges were used, the
transducers were changed as required so a transducer with the range of the
predicted measurand magnitudes was used. The propelling charges used were
K13Al, Zones 1, 3, and 5 and M4A2, Zone 7. Removing the water scoop
assembly required machining of the projectile since the torque experienced
during launch tightened the threads. The fifth round was indexed on the
projectile body and the scoop to determine their relative angular
displacement during launch and recovery. The threads on this round
tightened by 24 degrees, corresponding to an 0.21-in linear distance,
causing an interference fit. It was determined on subsequent rounds that
eliminating the antiseize lubricant (Ul-Temp, CS-A), used on the threads
during assembly, permitted scoop removal without machining.

The telemetry link, with each of the projectiles, was maintained
during the entire interior ballistic cycle for all rounds except the fifth.
This round lost signal at about one millisecond past maximum pressure.
After recovery, each projectile was refitted with a new antenna and the
system was turned on and evaluated. All measurable parameters (VCO
frequencies, transmitter frequency, battery voltage, and transducer
tquiescent points) on all five rounds were within the pre-launch
specifications except for fifth, that appeared that the constant current
source to the transducers in the rear section had an open circuit. The
transmitted base pressure and acceleration data for all rounds appeared
normal except for a 1.5 millisecond dropout of the pressure near peak on
the thiru round. This was determined to be caused by a bent Jack on the
coaxial connector that was not properly engaged. The tangential
acceleration data had large ringing due to structural vibration and did not
represent the tangential acceleration of the projectile, but rather that of
the scoop because of the relative angular displacement during launch.

The failure on the fifth round was caused by a structural failure in
the projectile system. All four bolts that held the scoop assembly together
failed just behind the scoop rear surface. The battery housing and the
telemetry carrier moved to the rear, disconnecting the antenna. This
accounted for the signal loss. The coaxial connector was sheared because
of the motion, causing the electrical connection to the transducers to
open. On recovery, the telemetry carrier and battery housing returned to
their proper position which accounted for the post-launch evaluation
results. After disassembly the telemetry system was reconnected and
evaluated. All measurable parameters were then at the pre-launch
specifications.

The redesigned projectile system (Figure 25) was fired on six
occasions from the M185 howitzer. The propelling churges used were M3AI,
Zone 5; M4A2, Zone 7; and M119, Zone 8. The telemetry link for Zones 5 and
7 rounds were maintained until the end of the interior ballistic cycle.
The transmitted base pressure and axial acceleration data for those rounds
appeared normal. The tangential accelaration data showed ringing and on
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some rounds was distorted because the accelerometer mounting block had
broken loose from the projectile wall. The Zone 8 round lost signal near
peak pressure. Ttie acceleration data started to ring at a frequency of 8
kHz (the response of the data channel) at the start of motion. It was
noisy during the acceleration and dropped out at seven milliseconds after
start of motion. The RF signal for this round, as indicated by the
incidental frequency modulated output, was maintained for ten milliseconds
after loss of the subcarriers. The loss of the subcarrier could have been
caused by structural failure. On recovery, the water scoop and battery
housing had fractured along a centerline of the structure. Although the
water scoop was in two pieces, it remained attached to the projectile and

the recovery process was normal with only superficial damage to the
LCSRS. The cause of the structural failure was not determined, but it was
suspected that repeated impulse loading during the eleven launch and
recovery cycles was a contributing factor.

IX. RESULTS AND DATA REDUCTION

Representative data of interior ballistic performance are presented
for both the free-flight and recoverable projectiles. The data are plotted
by the BALDAS after being reduced and manipulated using the interactive
voftwar•. It is presented in a form useful for evaluating the interior
ballistic performance or as an input to an interior ballistic model.

A. Measured Projectile Acceleration

The acceleration data are affected by the structural vibration of the
transducer mounting. This is evident by comparing the acceleration from

two accelerometers on a recoverable round (Figure 23) that were located in
the scoop assembly and the transducer housing. As shown in Figure 29, both
cransducers produce essentially the same gross acceleration but the
vibrations or ringing are at different frequencies. Loss of data was due
to the structure failure.

Since the data are required to be manipulated with that of the
pressure channel, it was desirable to remove the vibration and/or noise
component. Two techniques are used to accomplish this. Figure 30 shows
the results obtained from a free-flight round using a smoothing routine on
the BALDAS. This is a moving arc polynomial routine that worked well on
the free-flight rounds where the unwanted signal components are at a
relative high frequency. On the recoverable rounds, the vibratingfrequencies are lower and the smoothing routine did not remove the

vibrating component. Therefore, a filtering technique is used. The data
are played back from the analog tape recorder through a low pass analog
filter into the BALDAS A/DC. A cutoff frequency is aelected that
eliminates the undesired signal component. Figure 31 is a comparison of
the unfiltered and filtered acceleration. The data were recorded at 120
inches per second (ips) and played back at 7 1/2 ips. The cut-off
frequency was set for 93.8 11z that is an effective 1500 l1z real time
frequency.
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The acceleration data are used to determine the interior ballistic
trajectories. The velocity is determined by integrating the acceleration
and the displacement is determined by integration of the velocity. Since
there is not an available in-house calibration facility for accelerometers,
the manufacturer's calibration constant can not be verified. When the
interior ballistic trajectories are plotted, the displacements are compared
with known displacement points acquired from the projectile rotating band
passage across pressure transducer ports located in the gun tube side
wall. In all cases, the accelerometer acquired displacement data were
found to be lower. It is believed that the pressure port displacements are
more accurate since the pressure port locations are well defined as are the
times of pressure rise due to band passage. Therefore, the acceleration
data are corrected by mwltiplying by a constant that gives the best fit of
the displacement curve through the points acquired by the pressure port
passage. The required correction factor varied from transducer to
transducer with a range of 1.012 to 1.12. Figures 32 through 36 are
interior ballistic trajectories for rounds fired at various zones, obtained
using this correction/calibration technique.

B. Measured Base Pressure 4

Pressures measurements from various zone propelling charges are
presented as Figures 37 through 41. The spindle and forward chamber
pressures are hard wire data recorded from Kistler, Model 607 pressure
transducers. Since the base pressure data are manipulated with the measured
acceleration, theyr are both smoothed or filtered in a similar manner.
Cargo pressure transducers, not exposed to the propelling gases, on several
rounds did not have a significant output caused by the launch acceleration
and vibration environment.

C. Resistive Pressure Profile

Applying Newton's Second Law, the axial forces acting on the
projectile are defined by the equation:

PbA - f - ma (3)

where: Pb - Base Pressure

A - Cross-Sectional Area of the Tube

f - Frictional Forces

m - Hass of the Projectile

a - Projectile Acceleration

The frictional forces include the engraving forces of the rotating band,
the sliding friction for the projectile/tube, and the pressure buildup
ahead of the projectile due to the velocity. This force balance equation
is rearranged to make each term have units of pressure as follows:
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Pr Pb- M/A (4)

where: Pr - f/A - Resistive Pressure

For the 155-mn, MOl projectile weight (422.6 newtons) and the tube cross-
,sectional area (0.01914 square metres), the relationship for determining
the resistive pressure is,

Pr " Pb - (2.2516) a

' *:where pressure is In megapescals and acceleration is in
kilometre/second/second. The resistive pressure is then determined by
maltiplying the measured acceleration by the constant and subtracting it

_.erom the base pressure. This manipulation is easily accomplished using the
,-3ALDAS data reduction routines. A plot of the three terms of the force
•,balance equation for various zone propelling charges are presented as
Figures 42 through 46. The resistive predsure as a function of
displacement for the engraving region for several zone propelling charges
%are presented as Figures 47 through 51. The displacements are acquired
Jrom the previously determined interior ballistic trajectqryJ

Do Angular Acceleration Measurements

Tangential acceleration measurements are made using accelerometers
similar to the ones used for the axial measurements. They are orientated
so their sensitive axis is on a tangent and the center of gravity of the
seisaic mas is located on a radius of the projectile. -The purpose of this
moasureuenj 3 4445 determine the torsi6nal impulse during the rotating band
engraving. This measurement was first added to recoverable rounds,
but unfortunately adequate consideration was not given to the mounting
structure for the accelerometer. The accelerometers were located on the

2 3 A.E. Schmidlin, "Torsional Impulse In Gun Launched Projectiles, "ABLCD-TR-
80037, Large Caliber Weapons System Laboiatory, USA ARRADCOH, Dover, NJ,
March 1981.

24Minutes of Meeting, "Measurements of Torsional Impulse Using In-Bore
Telemeter," Program Manager/Cannon Launched Weapon Systems, ARRADCOK, Dover,
NJ, 5 March 1980

25Minutes of Meeting, "Internal Ballistics Characterization Briefing," Project
Manager for Nuclear Munitions, ARRADrOH, Dover, NJ, 28 April 1981.
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scoop assembly. Because of the relative motion between the scoop and
projectile body during launch, the measured tangential acceleration was of
the scoop aseembly and not the projectile. On subsequent rounds, the
accelerometers were mounted in an adapter that fastened to the wall of the
projectile and were encapsulated in the epoxy that was used for the ballast
(Figure 25). This structure on several of the rounds broke loose during
launch and distorted the data. In response to the projectile community's
interest in angular acceleration/torsional impulse measurements, four free-
flight rounds, originally configured for evaluation of an experimental
propelling charge, were also configured with accelerometers located in a
email metal box suspended "n the epoxy fill as shown in Figure 21.

The relationship between the angular acceleration, axial acceleration,

and the tangential acceleration is as follows:

8- ax T - at/r (5)

where: ; - angular acceleration

ax - axial acceleration

T - twist of the tube
- I revolution / 20 calibers
- 2.0268 radians / metre

(for 155-un tube)

at- tangential acceleration

r - radius of the tangent

If the rotating band immediately engraves the rifling and there is no free
run, the axial acceleration and tangential acceleration-time histories will
have identical shapes differing only by magnitude. The difference in the
shapes of these two curves is a measure of the torsional impulse during the
engraving process.

Unfortunately, accelerometers also measure any vibration of the
structure on which they are mounted. This effect can mask the desired
quantity being measured. The cross-axis sensitivity of the accelerometer
also distorts this measurement. It can be as much as five percent
according to the manufacturer's specifications. Several of the
accelerometers used for these measurements were subjected to an
acceleration, on a drop table, at right angles to the sensing axis to try
to determine the cross-axis characteristics. However, the transverse
motion of the drop table caused substantial output and no conclusions could
be made.

The tangential accelerometer is subjected to two cross-axis
accelerations. They are the axial acceleration of the projectile and the
centrifugal force of the spinning projectile. The acceleration due to the
centrifugal force is directed along a radius and is related to the axial
acceleration by the relationships:
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ar Vr2/R (6)

where: ar - radial acceleration

R - radius at Car)

Vr - velocity at R

ar - T2 Rvx 2

where: vx - axial velocity

-The radial acceleration-tim history should have a shape of the squared
axial velocity curve and only differ in the magnitude.

Using a measured axial accelerstion for a 155-mm, M101 projectile and
the above relationships, the resultant cross-axis acceleration on a
tangential accelerometer located on a 4.29 cm radius is presented as Figure
52. The acceleration vector is aligned with the projectile axis at the
start of motion, rotates 90 degrees during the in-tube iravel, and is
aligned with the radius at projectile/tube separation. The tangential
acceleration for this location is 8.7Z of the axial acceleration.
Therefore, several percent oi cross-axis sensitivity for the tsngential
accelerometer would result in a significant distortion of the measurement.
During the engraving region, the cross-axis influence is at the minimum.
Therefore, indications of torsional impulse may be determined provided the
vibrational component can be identified and separated from the torsional
impulse.

The free-flight rounds, modified for angular acceleration measurements
(Figure 21), were configured with a radial accelerometer located in the
small metal box along with the tangential accelerometer. Figures 53, 54,
and 55 present the unfiltered acceleration time histories for the axial,
radial, and tangential acceleration respectively. This round was propelled
with 29 experimental charge made with slotted stick propellant (74 cm
long) and had a chamber pressure magnitude near that of a Zone 8. The
magnitude of the axial acceleration was corrected using the pressure-port-
passage procedure as previously described. Unfortunately, there are not
similar techniques for correcting the tangential and radial acceleration

2 6 F.W. Robbins and A.W. horst, "Detailed Characterization of The Interior
Ballistics of Slorted Stick Propellant," BRL-TR-2591, Ballistic Research
Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, September 1984.
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measurements. Past experience indicates that the magnitude of on-board
acceleration measurements are low. The radial and tangential
accelerometers were located on 4.32 and 4.29 cm radii respectively. The
frequency bandwidth of the telemetry system was 8 kHz and permitted passage
of the vibration influence. The vibration component of the tangential
acceleration was large and the trace did not return to near baseline at the
same rate as the axial acceleration. This indicates the influence of the
cross-axis component. Figure 56 presents the three acceleration-time
histories for this round after filtering at 2 kHz. The negative excursion
of the radial acceleration is not explained. It is possible that it was
caused by a lateral motion of the projectile while being centered by the
forcing cone.

The angular accelerations derived from the axial and tangential
accelerations for this round are presented as Figures 57 through 60. These
plots are filtered at 2,3,4, and 5 kiz respectively to try to eliminate the
vibration component. A similar free-flight round was propelled by a charge
made of slotted granular (2.54 cm long) propellant. 2 6 A plot of the
angular accelerations, filtered at 5 kHz, for this round is presented as
Figure 61. It is obvious that the measurement of the torsional impulse, if
it exists, is somewhat masked by the structural vibration. Also, the
effect of the vibration and cross-axis sensitivity are apparent during the
down-tube travel. During the early motion, Figure 60 and 61 show the
rotating bands did not immediately engage tube rifling since the angular
acceleration derived from the tangential acceleration lagged that derived
from the axial acceleration,

X. OONCLUSIONS

The telemetry system has been proven to be reliable for use as the
data link from the projectiles during the interior ballistic cycle. The
commercial availability of the transmitting subsystems make this type of
measurement feasible fcr routine experiments. Since the LCSRS is
operational, the instrumentation can be reused, decreasing the costs per
shot. Retrieving the telemetry transmitting system also permits
determination of failure modes when they occur. The failure modes of the
telemetry system for the expendable free-flight rounds were only surmised.

The interfacing of the transducers to the projectile and structures
that house the transducers are problem areas that must be addressed. For
better measurements, an effort must be made to improve the design of the
modifications to the projectiles and a more detailed analysis must be made
of the effect of the added structures. It was shown that vibrations were
introduced by the added structure on the recoverable rounds.

Additional efforts are required to gain more confidence in the
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transducer calibrations. Techniques are required for the dynamic
calibration of the transducers over the range they will be used. It Is
necessary to accurately determine their linearity, hysteresis, and
repeatability. It is also necessary to determine the cross-axis
sensitivity of the accelerometers used for measuring tangential
acceleration and establish if super position exists so the axial component
of this measurement can be subtracted. Although the telemetry transmission
link functions throughout most of the in-tube travel, the characteristics
of the transducers distort the data for tangential acceleration
measurcments. It is obvious that additional research and development is.
required in this area before routine measurements are made of the torsional
impulse. Possible solutions of the problems are: mechanical filtering to
eliminate the vibration component, developing transducers with minimum
cross-axis sensitivity, and/or developing a new class of transducers that
measure the angular acceleration directly.

The data presented in this report are a small sample. Additional ,
measurements are requirod to establish a data base large enough to be
useful as input parameters to new weapon systems designs and newly
formulated interior ballistic models.
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